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I am valued only in triptych, in tandem with someone
and the services I can provide.
Rolling out like the underfoot mat
I so often am, belly up or arse in the air,
I aim to be agreeable and end up flat on my back,
fucked like a newlywed. Not enjoying it,
pins-and-needles numb throughout,
I am painless and a nameless victim of
the small deaths we endlessly subject ourselves to.
Unless I am alone in that game, too,
scrabbling for small ways of belonging
when I really own none. Puns run throughout
all I do and I’m enough glad to own them,
wry grin like a friendly invitation
to love-love-love me.
Turn me down like a coverlet,
fold me up til I cop to it, and own me.

Sarah Pinkerton is a 26-year-old queer feminist 
woman living in Chicago; she's studying to be a clinical 
psychologist and currently has her M.A.  She writes to 
stay sane enough, and she admires Dorothy Parker from 
way, way afar.

Sarah Pinkerton

Fluid



smoke the bowl. it’ll put you to sleep. you and your best friend 
smoke out the window in the middle of the night and you both 
dream that the room is on fire. you’ve started having dreams that 
he’s kidnapping you. they stick in the back of your head even 
when you’re saying i love you, because when he kissed you in the 
dreams his mouth tasted like wet sand and you were afraid.

that fear sort of lingers.

you assume something is wrong with you because what shouldn’t 
linger does. on the back of the tongue, writhing in stomach acid, 
it remains. fear, sadness, loneliness even when you’re not alone. 
conversations are hard when your own fear chokes up the back 
of your throat. someday, you’ll be able to swallow it, but for now, 
you swallow around it and pray your food doesn’t get stuck.

you choked in the restaurant but didn’t tell anyone because the 
fear of dying was outweighed by the embarrassment that it 
wasn’t actually food you were choking on. run to the bathroom, 
cry a little, dry heave. alone. you can do all this and still watch 
yourself in the mirror and see that person in the back of your 
pupils saying ‘are you okay? is this normal?’

you haven’t gotten a proper goodnight from someone in years. 
getting older means everyone always falls asleep on you, taste-
lessly and ages away, or your eyes drift shut in the middle of a 
conversation. you’ve reached a point where nothing has endings, 
nothing has beginnings, nothing stops or starts - just a vague 
grey area that drifts along whether or not you’re conscious for it.
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If You’re 
Afraid

Sage Kubis
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you open your eyes to the ocean. it takes you a while to real-
ize it’s a dream, and you reach empty hands to skies that open 
and swirl above you. you always dream about getting caught in 
storms. it’s like a wizard of oz complex, Dorothy. go back to sleep. 
get out of the basement. stop looking for your heart in someone 
else’s hands. you’re not going to find your courage in the eyes of 
someone hiding behind their own curtain of illusions.

we’re all trying to make it out here. if you’re afraid - they want 
you to say it’s okay to be afraid and embrace the fear. but there’s 
nothing as solid as fear in the grey area. anxiety that knots your 
stomach, sure. but anxiety is far less solid than feelings, and you 
can become comfortable with your shoulders up around your ears. 
you can grind your teeth in your sleep and not think twice about 
it when you wake up. if you’re afraid: numb the pain. wait a little 
while longer. someday you’ll meet someone and you’ll know them, 
even though you don’t know how. maybe they sat in the base-
ment with you in your dream about the tornadoes.

talk about your dreams. make eye contact with his brown eyes 
and hope he holds it. if he holds it, he loves you. if not, he doesn’t. 
it’s like a daisy you can’t put down. pull off the petals and hope he 
doesn’t care that you’re destroying him.

tell everyone you love them.

tomorrow, you’ll still be afraid. smoke the bowl. go to sleep. may-
be tonight you’ll dream about kissing him again, but this time his 
mouth will taste like the inside of a tinfoil raincloud. you can handle 
boys who kiss like rain.

Sage Kubis lives in small town New Jersey. She’s currently taking 
a gap year to travel the world and write angsty poems, both of 
which are going well. She exists mainly on coffee, well-written 



Love, unfold yourself like a flower unto spring.
Let the sun cradle you when you ache for your mother’s 
arms.
Do not weep when you trace your bloodlines
but find only an empty picture frame
hanging in your grandmother’s house.
You are fighting battles to purge
your veins of trauma, of loss,
of lapses in memory that keep you awake at night.
You are an orphan, a child of ghosts
that are always by your side
haunting you with their impenetrable faces
and their vacant histories;
but love, you are strong.
Accept your heart, accept your past,
accept the knowledge that you may never sleep soundly
with the ghosts in your bed.
Love, let the moon sing you a parting song
before she shies away from the day
and journeys back to the homeland you never knew.

Ally Ang is a 19-year-old sociology student at Wellesley 
College. She is a queer woman of color who spends most of 
her time dismantling systems of oppression and snuggling 
her dog. You can find her work at allyang19.blogspot.com.

Ally Ang

Elegie of a
Diaspora 
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Sex Scene
Kelsi Villarreal  

While the show swells forward through its scenes—
the windfall
of sex, and the sudden twist
ending where all good fortune
is reversed—

she is sprawled on the futon
touching herself.

Only certain impulses
can push other ones away.
She’s just daydreaming, the way
anxiety daydreams about control,
about not locking doors,
about giving no power over
to lovers, or family, or loss.

But there is some relief to giving it up.

On the computer screen Sookie, shattered
by her grandmother’s murder
visits the grave of her disappeared lover, a vampire.
More torn up there—
all she wants is touch, and her
grandmother didn’t touch her
like that. The weight
of her loss is not equal
to the loss of his body—

Then, as abruptly as changing the channel,
her lover punches
his hand out of the dirt, heaves
himself up braced against her legs.
He’s coming back to life, dirt
in his nose, snorting, dirt covering
his body that pulls her down
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to the dirt. Who knew
it could be so erotic?
She’s always had trouble
distinguishing pleasure
from an interruption
in grief; pleasure, the heat
down at the source,
the one thing that seems
unkillable.

Kelsi Villarreal is a 25 year old poet who is currently in 
graduate school at Oregon State University. She lives with 
two cats, Gretel and Benedick, who are both infinitely better 
than human room mates. She tweets at @kelsinite.



Art 
Molly 

Shanahan
Molly Shanahan, '97, Stillwater, OK

Molly Shanahan is a weirdo artist living in 
Oklahoma. Occasional rapper. Generally a 
confused alien. Unfortunate texas-born 
baby. 17, white bitch. Digital art/photog-
raphy. Her hands and eyes won’t stop 
creating. Her website: confusedalien.us
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Most mornings, I wake
and imagine myself lizard—
nails running over rust-gray
puckerings, peeling centuries
blood into dust
when the old skin wears too ancient

I never know if I’ll emerge—
sloughed-off history
showing soft new smooth,
breathing fresh

or when my mask
will slip—reveal monster
underneath:
past deeds etched deep
within each canyon crinkle

If I live every day
as lizard—hide human
in the bumps
of my scars

I won’t ever
have to question
whether love could touch
ripped-stitch lips
on desert face
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Rebecca Y. Lee
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Rebecca Y. Lee is a queer/bi Taiwanese American poet born and raised 
in Southern California. At 22 years old, she is graduating from Smith College 
in May 2015 with a degree in the Study of Women and Gender. Her current 
interests lie in explorations of identity (race, queerness, disability), fantasy 
and science fiction imaginings, and metaphorical monster-ness. She enjoys 
young adult fiction, too many TV shows, and all kinds of food—especially 
avocados and bubble tea. Read her work at witchintransit.tumblr.com, and 
follow her on Twitter @Rebecca_Y_Lee.



The girl next to me strains as though
she’s on a quest, not an elliptical.
Constant sweat, an occasional groan.
She keeps murmuring, “Oh God.  Oh God.”
(I realize I know how she sounds in bed.)
Does she see herself performing
holy rites?  Oblation?  Purge?
Does she see herself in the mirror?
Does she see herself at all?
Does she think she’s climbing Jacob’s ladder—
her fat angel ascending, away,
her lean angel descending to bless her?
Next to her, I walk slowly toward myself
in the mirror, where the solid treadmill
purrs and inclines gently, if at all.
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Marnie Bullock Dresser lives in Spring Green, Wisconsin with a fair 
amount of clutter, one son, two cats, and one husband. Marnie is almost 50 
years old. Marnie is a dorky white woman who blogs at marniere.wordpress.
com.

Marnie Bullock Dresser

She Has Found 
Religion At 

The Gym



The sweatshirt still smells musty at the third wash
and my thong still in the corner of the laundromat floor
where I left it. Does spandex decompose? I didn’t like
the look of someone else’s blue detergent on my red so I couldn’t 
own
the thong after I saw it. Thongs don’t get adopted
though grandma’s lingerie sold on ebay. How long until we’re vintage, 
love?
When we can wrap our texts in red ribbons and call them letters?
My hypothesis was the experiment, was the procedure,
was the sum of the materials composed of them,
2+2+2+2+9+3+1, is that enough to get your number?

The perks of being gay in a world where invisible: your grandpa
asks you how your girlfriends are doing and you say “good” and have 
only
told a listening-lie. My favorite fucked-up term of the 1940s frat,
yes, I’ll use it in a sentence: Mary-Sue was Smitty’s date until Muzzy
went and bird-dogged her. She was quite the catch
though I don’t know if she ever got the buckshot out,
I guess it doesn’t matter now that her records read deceased,
now that the lead can leech her veins in peace.

Today I’m called a thot and I can’t remember if
girlfriend thinks I should be offended. Is it an acronym for something?
There exists a habit of watching when she speaks.

My dentist says it’s good I focus on my studies.
I didn’t realize that not to have a boyfriend
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it must have 
got lost in the 

mail

Susannah Betts
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Susannah Betts is a student at Wesleyan University, writing poetry 
and fiction and studying physics. She’s also the fiction editor of The 
Fem, an online literary magazine. At the urging of some friends, she 
recently joined twitter @TheRealSusannah.

meant I’m textbook-only intimate.
A sultry wink, a promise that “I still have ways to get distracted,”
yeah, that would Put Her In Her Place,
force her to imagine all the Hot Lesbian Sex—
Retribution! For the defensive stare that recently moved in
and crowded out my natural expression, shortened the commute,
on-call, for when faces of collective strangers signal
anything but nothing at our pressed palms together

but the dental tools are blocking the path to say,
my tongue can’t even reach my cheek,
it’s pinned to jaw and scratches cotton on the way.

Now we’re on the news,
getting married in three and four and thirty-two states,
we are getting married all over the place
and that’s pretty nice I guess
but I don’t remember receiving an invitation,
lately.



My first crush
was in love with Patrick Dempsey.
So I used to watch Grey’s Anatomy
so I’d have something to talk to her about.

When she got sick
and missed four weeks of school,
I called her and told her
to get better, that I cared about her,
and that we missed her.
I’ll never forget the way she said,
“Uh, thanks,”
as if to say, hey watch yourself,
we’re not that kind of friends.

Seventh grade was hard, man.

the first girl I loved,
loved country music, Beyonce,
and whiskey.
Always offered ass-istance,
asked if I wanted to make
bad decisions.

Never knew what she wanted,
just what she wanted other people to think.

I always wondered what she liked
about me,
a sassy dreadlocked swamp child.

she called me bean sprout.

I wondered and wondered and wondered,
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J.C.

Wondering



now she’s been gone for four months
and I catch myself still wondering.

I still feel like a seventh grader.

The girl behind the counter at the bike shop
Asks if she can do anything else for me;
I catch myself wishing I were brave enough to say,
Yes, I’d love if you’d come grab coffee with me,
But instead, walk out,
And find myself wondering why I’m still wondering about 
you.

J.C. is a 21-year-old queer genderfuck who’s current primary 
occupation is being a student at MIT in engineering. J.C. writes 
about bicycles, bowties, queerdom, depression, anxiety, co-
operative living, a manipulative ex-girlfriend, and their room-
mate’s cat. J.C. has internet personas accessible here and here.
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There are thousands of poems by women
who were misunderstood

with fears of either becoming an old maid,
or of marriage.

I’ll turn 20 soon and the number
feels erratic, chaotic

in my mouth;
too salty, too hard to chew.

When I turn 20, I want to become
abstract and cryptic,

a woman who is one of those pieces of art
that is easy to look at, but impossible to fathom.

But we are all misunderstood
in the worst possible way;

our poems are too metaphorical,
our wants and needs are too far fetched.

When I am 20, can I be opaque enough
to be the beautiful enigma of a man’s dreams,

yet transparent enough
to be the validated woman of my own?

19

Emily Nash

An Almost 
Woman



Emily Nash is an 18 year old who resides in Austin, Texas. 
She is a Journalism and English major at the University of 
Texas, and enjoys reading novels, Latin American art, her fat 
and fluffy cat, and is almost always dehydrated. Emily has 
had a not-so recent experience with heartbreak, which has 
influenced her best poetry.
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Art 
Natalie
Geisel 

Natalie Geisel b. 1998, Atlanta, Georgia

Natalie Geisel is a 16-year-old po-
etry enthusiast currently living near 
Atlanta, Georgia. Other than poetry, she 
enjoys fashion, photography, dance, 
and most of all Wes Anderson movies.



Natalie Geisel b. 1998, Atlanta, Georgia



Alcoholic Anonymous’ Thirteen-Step Guide on How Your 
Addiction Destroyed Her Life:

{for best results, follow the curve of the theory. trace it to 
the bottom of its backbone so you can find how best to 

hollow out her spine.}

i. get a young woman. be her father. tell her she’s your sun. 
your stars. tell her she’s going to make the world over, build 
bridges where they’ve never reached.

ii. now, take a drink. start when she’s young, so she’s used to 
tasting bitterness pouring from your inebriated throat.

iii. curl your fingertips through her hair and think of depths, 
but say she’s shallow. frown at every grade that dips below 
the horizon of your expectations. she must, after all, be noth-
ing like you, yet kept in your same trap.

iv. keep her up at night with your problems. no, not like that. 
slur your words. /frighten her/. you’re a drunken storm that 
can’t be quelled.

v. repeat. keep your bottle near so she knows when you’re 
going to lapse again. your stress is now the cornerstone of 
her existence as she knows it so far.

vi. argue with your wife. nevermind what she did, how she 
did it, or if she even did a thing at all - you must establish 
control early, so your daughter knows what romance looks 
like.

vii. play with guns. talk of the trigger like you long for death 
until you occupy so much headspace you’ve got her starv-
ing for identity.
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Jasmine Lomax

that’s why they call her 
the trauma queen



viii. promise you’ll get better.

ix. get better, then die. rot in the recliner that was your throne 
while she finds your body.

x. your presence. existence. all absolved. now she’ll fumble 
through life filling those holes you kicked in with every ac-
complishment she can grab, even though the drywall doesn’t 
go on smooth.

xi.watch her capsize on the tides of her disorders.

her self-loathing. her fear of intimacy and how she’d rather 
smother her cosmos than show off the light. if you got the 
timing all right, she’ll still be rattling her teeth in therapy and 
asking if she can still call it abuse.

xii. congratulations,

xiii. success says you will have cemented a lifetime’s warran-
ty of trauma, or your happiness back.

Jasmine Lomax (she/her) is a jaded twentysomething 
who identifies as a polyamorous, queer black writer.  At 
present, she spends her time studying at Oberlin College as a 
psychology major, making goals towards her desired career 
as a social worker and an independently published author. 
When she’s not busy mulling over her next project to tackle, 
however, she enjoys reading, swimming, archery, performing 
card readings, cosplaying, and the occasional bout of crying 
over fictional characters.

Tumblr: http://www.emptyfingertips.tumblr.com
Wattpad: http://www.wattpad.com/user/emptyfingertips
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Eden
Grayson Herrgott

Sometimes I sit and stare at the coils of the bunk above me
tracing their weaving pattern as if they were some sort
of pathetic man-made constellation.
And I think of all the ridiculous ways I compare you to 
others.
Because you promised to be everything and everyone.
You were somewhere between the beauty of Eden and the 
harsh truth of the apple,
begging me to take a bite so we could escape from what 
we had created.
So you would no longer be just one of my missing ribs
carved into something that I fell hopelessly in love with.
And we would go to some gloomy flat on the east side of 
town
where even the windowsills shatter and you can practically 
smell the death of dreams
mixed with a hint of track filled arms and seven shots of 
cheap jack.
Where gunshots scream through walls as if they were the 
headlines of the Sunday paper,
and where the sunrises and sunsets were somehow always 
a breathtakingly banal shade of grey.
But none of that mattered, because in you was everything.
And in you was nothing.
It seemed as if somewhere in between hell and home I had 
lost you,
you who had so easily become an enigma of someone I had 
once thought would stay.
So I searched for you, as if you were a missing pearl and if I 
could find you
we could make something whole and beautiful again.
And I searched for decades, for centuries, even for millennia;
I witnessed the moon swallow up the sun and the stars turn 
the same color as your eyes
the ocean burned up until it was as dry as the Gobi and the 
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sky was somehow the same exact texture of the floor in our two room flat.
And it was only then as I looked into the never ending ripples of the
once strong oak that I knew that you never wanted to be found.
And I lost myself, somewhere between the dark metal constellations of the 
bunk above me
and the dream that we could be together for what I claimed
was our share of eternity.

Grayson Herrgott is a 19 year old student at Michigan State University. 
Throughout the past 3 years, they have struggled with issues including 
sexuality.
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What I Imagine You 
Taste Like in Bed

Lora Mathis

Like all of your ex-girlfriends swirled into one
The Hippie becoming the Shaking Limbed
The Almost But It Never Happened becoming the Fantasy
Like your mother
offering you a tangerine
and you obliging
greedily
speaking to her only
in the softness of Spanish
video-taping her
so you have some part of her,
always

Like all of the songs
you have not written

Like one thousand poems
burrowed inside of you
Little beasts you pluck out
at midnight
one by one

Like a wailing
that wakes all of the neighbors
Your folk singer self and
wild-eyed weird-haired shadow
holding hands and shouting together
with head back.

Like wine spilled on the bed
and your never-ending need
to be interesting
carpeted around you.

Like a bar where everyone is talking



and no one is listening
(but you)

Like a sweet tangerine
swallowed seeds and all

To touch you
finally
would be like the stem of a tangerine tree
growing in my stomach
Kicking me with a constant tickling
so I never stop feeling
hungry
(for you)

Lora Mathis is a poet and artist living in San Diego. She 
likes peaches and unapologetic women. Her work can be 
viewed at loramathis.com.
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The first girl I ever kissed had a mouthful of luring words and veins 
full of Percocet.
I wore the potent perfume of pineapple vodka on my breath and 
wilted forward into her lap,
all curled up at the edges like a water-logged book.
We were perched on the end of a leather couch in someone’s 
basement and the television flickered and buzzed to mask the
piercing pounding of my heartbeat against the rib cage.
Her voice lilted softly in my ear, “Do you want to kiss me or not?” 
but my skinned, purple knees quivered as I questioned what people 
would think
when they saw me tangled up in the limbs of some Venus,
and not softly swallowing the saliva of a sweaty, calloused boy.
That was how it was supposed to be,
when you were sixteen with red lips and black stockings,
slurring empty proverbs to strangers.
Still, I held her cheek in my palm like it was some semblance of 
survival and pressed my cracking, shaking lips against hers.
When they asked, I said,
“I was so wasted. I’m not gay or something.”
Four drunken kisses followed hers; I would never touch a girl unless 
I swallowed seven shots first.

*

When I finally kissed a girl sober, I couldn’t feel a thing.
She came to me, all curls and curves, when I was most hollow—
I sucked bruises into her neck in the shape of the holes in my heart,
and marked her skin with my teeth
as if the roughness could scare my mind into letting go of the 
terrible ache.
The serrated edges of my nails dug softly into the flesh under her 

For Girls and 
Grief

Abigail Staub
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pastel sweater,
gripping her soft, foreign body in silent desperation.
I convinced myself that if I took a big enough drag of her, I could 
permanently curb the addiction.
Her voice caught between her teeth as my frigid fingertips traced 
circles against the sharp incline of her pelvis
and I smirked as I felt her hips buck against my palm.
After she left,
I sat down on the floor with my head in my hands and cried.

*

The girl with purple hair shook the shame right out of me.
Her brooding eyes seared feeling back into my skull and scared my 
bones into shaking.
She was dark lipstick and sharp teeth and thigh highs and I was stut-
tered words and trembling hands and
not enough.
She could have ripped my heart out of my chest slowly
with her fingers and I still would have blushed just to feel her touch.
One afternoon, we went to the art museum and trudged the halls at 
a safe distance from one another, too nervous to let our shoulders 
collide.
I came across a sculpture built out of the empty whiskey bottles of 
homeless drunks,
and wrapped my arms around my ribs as I whispered, “Well, that’s 
sort of tragic. But beautiful, in a way. Don’t you think?”
She whispered quietly, “Yeah, it is.”
I think that’s how she saw herself:
beautiful, but empty. Transient. Not full enough to support another.
When I finally came close to kissing her on
that faded wooden bench, I hesitated.
In the light, her lips looked like black magic, and
I knew that I was only worth the dirt
she kicked up behind her boots.
Four days later, she left and never came back.

*

And no matter how well-versed you think you are in heartbreak, 
there’s nothing that can prepare you for this sensation.
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See, people don’t give a damn about the pieces
of your battered heart when it was another girl who broke it.
Instead, you swallow the bitter taste in your mouth and
you fuck a guy you don’t know just to prove you can,
but you’ll still hear the faint ghost of her name in
each heavy exhale of breath.
When your parents warn you of volatile love,
they’ll tell you to watch out for the boys who speak so softly you 
don’t hear them coming.
But nobody ever said that sometimes there are girls who make you 
wish they wouldn’t leave.

Abigail Staub lives outside of Richmond, Virginia and enjoys 
writing angst-ridden free verse, reading excessive numbers of 
classic literature novels, and listening to strange, folk-punk music. 
She identifies as a bisexual female and has spent her 17 years trying 
to learn how to be a decent human being. She blogs on Tumblr at 
guiseofgentlewords.tumblr.com.
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Sometimes I swear there’s a rock in my stomach.

It shakes a little when I lie on my back at night, staring up at the 
starburst-textured cement ceiling of my bedroom. The rock is 
always there, but there’s something about the time I take to fall 
asleep that makes it want to be known, like it’s waving to me 
from my very core. Just to say hi, I guess.

It bounces against the gummy lining of my stomach sometimes, 
too, like when my room gets too dark and all I can do is push my 
face into the pillow that once belonged to a different head than 
mine and gasp from the lack of light. Something about that pillow 
makes my rock crash against me, leaving invisible marks within.

It’s hard to say when I first noticed it. Maybe it was when I 
reached that point in childhood when I was too smart to think the 
lightness and freedom would last forever but too dumb to know 
to enjoy what remained of those illuminated years. I remember 
feeling the rock grow each morning in high school, waking up to 
my radio alarm clock, a DJ telling me it was 25 degrees outside 
with a wind chill bad enough to make it feel more like 10.

There were always things that made the rock seem bearable. Like 
my first kiss, where the moment before my lips touched his I was 
convinced some phoenix was born from the very rock I’d been 
carrying. I could’ve sworn when he kissed me that phoenix took 
flight and my rock was obliterated.

Those days were some of the few I could remember since those 
breezy childhood ones that I didn’t feel the weight of my fellow 
inhabitant inside me, when it had decreased to maybe the size 
of a piece of sand that only cropped up when sixteen-year-old 

Molly Robinson

The Stone
Inside
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insecurities pointed it out to me. Still, it was ignorable.

Still, it was there.

I don’t know too much about geology, but I do know that rocks are 
pretty much here to stay. So I guess it wasn’t too much of a surprise 
when the rock started growing soon after my kissing boy left. It filled 
up the confines of my stomach so much that I couldn’t eat. Food did 
little in the way of sustenance when the rock just ate it all, anyway, 
and every bone-chilling 6:30 wakeup just added another layer of 
calcium deposit to my ever-worsening misery.

One of the strangest parts of the stone is that it did get better. 
Over time it became not smaller, exactly, but easier to carry. It was 
always around, sometimes making its presence known on particu-
larly lonely nights, but also sometimes shuffling off to the side, like 
when I smoked a cigar too fast and ended up throwing up my entire 
stomach into a grocery bag in the self-checkout section of Kroger’s. 
Somehow the rock was one of the few things that didn’t make it into 
the bag.

Things were relatively okay by the time I met Evan. This time when 
we kissed it was not a rising feeling; I’d long lost the blinded belief 
that some extraordinary bird was bursting from me in a swell of 
bravado whenever I kissed a boy. But it was enough to make the rock 
minimize itself to pebble proportions, at least.

There was always something missing, though, like the serenity wasn’t 
enough. I wanted to be thrown around by my life and feel myself 
drowning in the adventure of it all. I wanted to smell a boy and have 
the visceral, hungry feeling inflate me. I craved someone who would 
awaken all those things poets and writers and musicians talk about. I 
thought maybe it was something only the abysmal pitfalls and soar-
ing climaxes of first love could supply to teenaged hormones, and, at 
twenty, scientific accuracy was favored over the wilds left behind in 
childhood.

*

There’s a thing in the science world called entropy, the idea of disor-
der within confined systems. One of the best examples of this is with 
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molecules of water, which increase in chaos when ice is melted, caus-
ing hydrogens and oxygens to run around, bouncing off each other. 
All hell has broken lose, shit has hit the fan. That’s when you know 
entropy has increased. Science says entropy is always increasing; the 
world is always going to shit, and there’s nothing you can do about it 
because science says so.

My own version of entropy came to me in the form of Matt.

Where I was light, he was dark. His skin, the color of coffee, was 
sprinkled with small moles that I sometimes imagined were constella-
tions or connect-the-dots puzzles. Hershey-hued hair flopped on his 
forehead, hiding the faintest of childhood scars that garnered Harry 
Potter references whenever he pushed the mop off his face when he 
was buried deep in an engineering problem. Sometimes little indenta-
tions made appearances on his cheeks when he laughed, and I liked to 
think they were even more noticeable when he was laughing at me.

I noticed these things, but it was Matt’s rock and my rock who were 
really the first to meet one another, exchanging a knowing nod the 
first time I spoke to him when I was 17. Maybe those pebbles had 
some magnetic stuff in them because gravity pushed us together 
repeatedly for the next three years.

Perhaps it was there all along, or maybe it only happened the first 
time I felt the rock shrink when he said something that rang true to 
me in a way few had ever vocalized. Entropy was increasing, I could 
feel it, but when Matt and Laura, his long-term girlfriend, ended, I felt 
nothing. I had Evan, and as uneventful as that relationship was it was 
at least comfortable, and I cared about him as much as I always had. 
I was content, convinced these romanticized trysts with boys with 
rocks were saved for young adult fiction novels.

Then Matt confessed he wanted more than our summer night car 
rides and sitting on train tracks, wanted more than playful conversa-
tions and invisible walls between us.

My life had reached its precipice; the climax of my story was occur-
ring. Two boys loved me, I was a successful student and I worked in-
cessantly at two different jobs. In my spare time I relished my secret 
like a modern gothic romance. Soon I stomped out my relationship, 
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battering down the foundations Evan and I had built with a simple “I 
don’t see us together in the future.” Truthfully, I never did see him 
standing at the end of the aisle, never saw him laying eyes on our first 
child or at the breakfast table reading a newspaper before work.

For three years, the forbidden fruit of Matt was something I had ac-
tively strayed from. He’d had Laura, a pale blonde with a soft face, for 
two of them, and I had Evan. But, just like my rock, these things never 
truly go away. I spent boring lectures picturing how the inevitable 
would happen, when and where this feeling would burst over.

And burst it did. My roommates had miraculously given us the entire 
living room to ourselves to watch The Cosby Show. It didn’t take long 
before Matt was on my end of the couch, his warm hand searching for 
mine. Matt’s softness touched my cheek; the lightest of feelings that 
made me want to grab him and push his lips against me harder, to feel 
more of him against me. The fluttering moved its way down to my 
neck, vibrating against the translucently thin skin there and traveling 
back up, dangerously close to my lips that wanted nothing more than 
a taste themselves. Instead, my brain attempted to maintain some 
decorum of composure, tried to quell the burning one last time.

“Matt,” I warned, but my voice came out low heavy, betraying any 
insistence I’d half-heartedly intended. The smell of cedar and leather 
and musk filled my lungs. I drank it up in the pause before he breathed 
a simple, guttural, “Molly.”

I could feel it; the phoenix or the love or the lust or whatever was 
rising and entropy was spinning wildly out of control as I pressed my 
lips against his. We forgot about my roommates, sleeping a wall away. 
Forgot about the Huxtables, a laugh track playing as Matt leaned back 
against the speckled couch. Forgot everything as he pulled me down 
with him, like he was afraid the weight of our rocks wasn’t doing the 
job already.

*

Where I once absorbed darkness I now breathed him, the essential 
Matt-ness I’d come to recognize when I rolled over and smelled him 
on the pillow on his designated half of the bed. We danced around 
parties, feigning casual acquaintance before heading back to the same 
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apartment to whisper to one another before sleep fell on us. We held 
hands. We went to movies. We loved.

But entropy hadn’t finished increasing. It couldn’t, not with what I’d 
done to Evan. Just like animals can detect natural disasters days 
before they occur, I too could sense a change in the air. An increase in 
entropy. My rock rumbled in anticipation of the landslide.

*

Everything was ripped apart in 48 hours.

In a randomized run-in with Laura, he was gone. He attempted to turn 
to me for support over his rekindled feelings for a girl who left him 
over a year before. He told me he didn’t want to feel this way about 
her anymore, that he had been happy before with me.

“I don’t want to be with her,” he tried. I turned away from him. “I’m so 
sorry, Molly. My feelings for you haven’t changed. I didn’t know I still 
felt this way about Laura, is all.”

The rock moved its way up into my throat, hard and warm from all 
the layers being added to it, one for each time Matt said her name. 
Laura.

“Leave,” I croaked, wiping at my damp eyes, shallow enough to worry 
about the state of my mascara. “Go away. Go be with her.” I’m still not 
sure if I actually meant this.

“Molly,” he pleaded. “Just a few days. Give me a few days to swallow 
all of this. To be alone. I swear, that’s it.”

I shook my head. The rock was rising through my system and it 
forced a sob up and through me, an awkward thing that made me feel 
as dirty as if I’d burped at a polite get-together. He pulled me to him, 
my face leaking against his jacket.

“I’m not leaving you,” he insisted, “I’m not going anywhere. I’m coming 
back.”

I pulled away, wiping at the remains of my dignity, forgetting all the 
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bullshit of mascara and ugly crying and mussed up hair that fell into 
my wet face.

“Leave. I don’t care.” I’m still not sure if I meant this, either.

“Not until you talk to me,” he said. “It’s just a few days, Molly. I’m not 
leaving you.”

“You already did,” I said, glaring at him. The face I’d once had the honor 
of touching, the soft cheeks and square jaw, stared back at me, con-
fused. I swallowed the rock down to its usual home, feeling it stretch 
out inside of me. “You left as soon as you saw her.”

He tried a few more times to fix what he knew he’d broken. He 
begged for a parting embrace and was met with the cold pillar I had 
become. His warmth didn’t even make a crack in my dull exterior.

“I’m not leaving,” he said as he left, shutting my bedroom door be-
hind him. I waited until I heard him exit through my front door before 
I rolled over and stared at my old friends, those familiar starbursts on 
my cement ceiling.

The stone inside was silent; it knew I was now more rock than any-
thing else.

Molly Robinson is a senior biology student at West Virginia 
University. She has been published in WVU’s undergraduate literary 
magazine The Calliope and is an opinion columnist for WVU’s student 
newspaper, The Daily Athenaeum. When not writing, she can be found 
buried beneath medical school applications in the campus library or 
looking at pictures of cats online.
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Inner Thighs
sext: I hesitate to use the word beautifully to describe the way you 
open yourself like a coral-reef in bloom to me, but I’m prismatic too; I 
fuck you like an oil spill.

Rococo
you keep a lot of butterflies in your cellar and they ,flutter, when i look 
in another direction, one day i ask you why you keep so many dead 
things down there, you show me how you feed them,, drops of nectar 
on the end of a long delicate straw, you drown the thing in it, and it 
convulses to swallow it all to break free, you laugh and you tell me 
butterflies ,breathe, differently from us and you mark out on my body 
where my breathing holes would be if i were one

(...am

,i,

not?,)

Once, a person from the same country as Johannes Punkt (Swe-
den) said that his accent was too difficult and they should just have 
the conversation in English. Johannes Punkt is both for and against 
the effacement of native tongues and has too many contradictory 
thoughts on the topic to say anything coherent.  23 years of age, 
disabled but not ready to talk about it, queer but afraid he’s not queer 
enough. On Twitter as @johannespunkt, on Tinyletter: https://tinylet-
ter.com/distantstations

Johannes Punkt

2 poems
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“We’re going to be man slayers,”
you told me, fox eyes glimmering.
We were nine, on the playground.
I knew you would be,
with your sharp, fast grin
and trickster ways.
Already you were revolutionary.
You moved through the woods like a sprite
daring and limber among the sweet-smelling eucalyptus
as we searched for fairies among the leaves.
You were already one of them,
leaving me, all gangly limbs and confusion,
to worship your glow.

Six years later,
and you’re smoking out your bedroom window
beautiful in the late night,
long thin fingers and the sharp curve
of your shoulders
cutting into the blackness.
I, uneasy child,
sat on the carpet watching you
amidst your magazine clippings
and The Pixies playing quietly,
listening to your tales of sexual awakening
and blurry drug highs.
I thought that Clementine,
the name that was supposed to be yours,
would have suited you better.
You, in your mystery
were lost to me, gone to where I couldn’t follow.

You found the cigarette on the ground
as we walked in the cool dusk.
“Smell it,” you said, “it’s cloves.”

Laura Mayron

Clementine
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We walked
and you told me of your latest writing.
You wrote these stunning, raw stories
that spoke from your veins
about people like you,
rough and in love among pills
and smoke.
I always wondered, though, why
you wrote about those sad lonely boys
when you should write of
spiraling, iridescent you.
You were a thousand stories.
Even craving a high you were still like magic.

I don’t see you much these days.
But every time I paint my lips
red like blood,
ready to slay,
I think of you
and your scattered pages.
I’m dangerous now, like you taught me.
I smell eucalyptus and cloves
and think of us together
as I walk into the dusk, alone,
war paint on,
fox eyes glimmering.

Laura Mayron, queer-identifying and 21, is a student at 
Wellesley College. Originally from Maui, Hawai’i, Laura wants 
to go back in time to have a drink with Spanish surrealists. 
“Clementine” was originally published in The Wellesley Re-
view.
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Editor’s note: I’ve decided to group these two poems because 
they respond well to each other. Be aware that there seems to be 
a theme of sexual assault/abuse.

Honey
Honey let us take you home tonight
so we can rob you of your arms and then put them on again
backwards so you’ll always remember that we
are the ones who hold all the power, honey let me tap that ass,
let me be the one to put the river inside you
the bruise inside your blood
Honey let me get some of that skin and I’ll never bother you again
I’ll love you like salt, like a bird in the throat of a wolf,
I’ll make you howl banshee, howl broken tooth,
yeah listen this is gonna be your demolition,
I know you know there’ll be blood on the sheets
when I’m done with you, honey please just once,
can’t you see I need this,
got this compass, this polestar that’s spinning
and you’re the only one who can reverse the needle
God honey you’re fucking gorgeous
but you’re just a body
and you won’t ever be more than that
I’ll leave you gutted like a piano with the strings torn out
Just one kiss can’t you spare that for me?
Hey honey, why you crying?
I didn’t do a thing wrong

Asking For It
Read Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves and trip over the phrase open 
sesame,
think about how most days are screwdriver days instead of or-
ange juice days
get up on the wrong side of the bed then fall asleep on the other
and discover it’s the wrong side too, kiss boys who kiss boys 

Meggie Royer

Honey & Asking 
For It
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who kiss boys
so it doesn’t mean anything. Go to photography class and try not
to attach any alcoholic meaning to the word shots, wake up covered in salt
and forget whether it’s from sweat or crying
Go to museums with axes stuck in redwood logs thousands of years old
to remember what being stabbed in the back feels like. Kiss boys
who kiss girls who kiss boys who kiss boys who kiss you
only when they’re drunk. Blow smoke rings at the moon and try
to get the circles to be its exact same size, wreath it in soft grey
then watch as it slowly disappears into dawn.
Fuck shit up then fuck shit up again
Wear bruises like loose teeth & bake cakes
for every anniversary of the night you crawled out alive
Try to pretend crawling out alive
is better than the alternative, spill your guts
to people who ask you to put them back in your stomach
like this is the kind of thing that can be stitched up
Be lonely and longing and lone and losing and lost
Break down and break up
with people who act like what happened to you
is something you wanted
or what you deserve.

Meggie Royer is a writer and photographer from the Midwest who is 
currently majoring in Psychology at Macalester College. Her poetry has 
been published in Harpoon Review, Words Dance Magazine, Winter Tanger-
ine Review, and more. She also has two published poetry books, Survival 
Songs and Healing Old Wounds with New Stitches. Her work can be found 
at writingsforwinter.tumblr.com.
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Few things give me more anxiety than going to the dentist. The 
moment I walk into the office, with the high-pitched whirrs of the 
drill piercing my ears, my primal instincts kick in to high gear, and 
I have to stop myself from bolting out the door. Even as I write 
this, I feel a knot form right under my ribs, as my stomach folds 
over on itself.

When I was fourteen, I was sitting in a chair in a new dentist’s 
office, leaned back, gripping the armrests so hard I could feel 
the blood drain from my fingers. I was trying not to think of the 
man sitting beside me with his hands knuckle deep in my mouth, 
grinding and grating the plaque off my teeth. With every scrape, 
I flinched just the slightest bit. I clamped my eyes shut, trying to 
give off the impression that I just wanted it all over as soon as 
possible, but as many dentists do, he insisted on trying to carry 
on a conversation. But instead of asking me about my weekend 
or who my favorite football team is, he said something I don’t 
expect.

“I bet you can’t roll your r’s,” he told me.

He said it so confidently, so matter-of-factly that I couldn’t help 
but open my eyes.

“Uh-huh,” I mumbled through his hands, and I forgot my fear for a 
moment. How could he possibly know?

“You’re tongue-tied,” he explained to me. He pulled out a mirror 
and lifted my tongue with his finger to show me. “Your tongue 
is more attached on the bottom of your mouth than most are, 
which is why you can’t stick out your tongue very far or roll your 
r’s.”

He didn’t know it, but this dentist had just changed my world. 
When I was learning to speak Spanish, I could never roll my r’s the 

Krista Varela

Tongue-Tied
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way you were supposed to. I’d put my tongue up to the roof of my 
mouth and gently push air through my teeth, trying so desperately to 
achieve that seductive purr that makes Spanish so sexy.

But instead my tongue would deflate, making more of a tssss noise 
that sounded like air being let out of a tire.

For years, I’ve thought it was me. There had to be something wrong 
with me.

In more than a decade of attempting to speak the language, I can 
think of a handful of times a perfectly rolled r would spool out of my 
mouth when I was speaking, my mouth tingling with the surprise of 
its own success. But usually those failed r’s fell flat, sounding more 
like a d than an r. I grew to dread speaking exercises in class or talking 
with anyone who would try to engage me in conversation. I hated 
the way Spanish sounded coming from my own mouth—even other 
syllables sounded wrong, with a tongue that could not handle their 
beautiful constructions properly. I was ashamed that for someone 
who was half-Mexican, I sounded like such a guera, a white girl.

I felt like—still feel like—an impostor.

The dentist continued to hack away at my teeth.

“If you want, we can take care of that for ya,” he said, “We can give 
you a little local anesthetic and snip it—” he made a motion like a pair 
of scissors with his fingers “—no problem.”

I let out a nervous laugh, didn’t commit one way or another. I consid-
ered it for a moment and thought of how this could change every-
thing.

“Rinse and spit,” he said.

*

My father owns a bar with his brother and sister. They bought it over 
30 years ago, with the money their father left them when he passed 
away. My grandfather, the person from whom I get my last name, was 
someone I never met, someone who died years before I was born. I 
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don’t know much about him, have never even seen any pictures. The 
only credit he is given in the family folklore is as a womanizer; he had 
a child with another woman around the same time my father was 
born, a mysterious aunt or uncle whom I’ve also never met.

The Wooden Nickel Tavern lies in the heart of Tucson’s Barrio Centro 
neighborhood. Many of its customers are blue-collar workers, many 
speak Spanish themselves. They come in after a long day at work, 
ordering pitchers of Bud Light and playing a round of pool to unwind. 
They watch U of A basketball games on the big screen, praying for 
the day the Wildcats will bring the championship title back home. 
They move the tables to make a makeshift dance floor when some-
body puts a salsa or cumbia rhythm on the jukebox.

Growing up, I mostly stayed behind the scenes. Whenever my father 
would bring me to the bar on an errand, he would have me sit on a 
cold stool in the kitchen while he took inventory. I like to think he 
was trying to protect me in his own way, knowing a bar wasn’t an 
appropriate place for a child. The rest of the building was mysterious 
to me, this thing that took up so much of my family’s time and yet I 
knew so little about. On those rare days when I did make it out of the 
back onto the bar floor, usually to sneak up to the bartender to ask 
for a Shirley Temple, many of the customers stopped me to say hel-
lo, already knowing my name and having seen the pictures my father 
carried in his wallet. On my way back to the kitchen, I’d hear other 
customers socializing over their bottles of Miller Lite. The regulars 
all knew one another, and their Spanish bounced so naturally off the 
dark wood panels, hovering in the dimly lit air like cigarette smoke. I 
witnessed so many varieties on the same language: different accents, 
different inflections, different slang.

I always wanted to know what they were saying.

*

My 100% Mexican, completely bilingual (partially trilingual in Portu-
guese) friend Val (short for Valeria) is trying to help me get a job, so I 
send her my resume.

Under “Special Skills” I list conversational Spanish. This is a bit of a 
stretch, since it has been seven years since I’ve taken a Spanish class, 
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and I’m extremely out of practice. But I could fake it if I need to. Ev-
eryone lies (or at least embellishes) on their resume, right?

“I’m going to have to hear this conversational Spanish,” she teases me. 
I’ve heard her speak Spanish on several occasions. Val is the kind of 
person who always finds a way to make conversation with the people 
around her, no matter what the language. I’ve never spoken it in front 
of her, too embarrassed of what she might think. She proudly calls 
herself a Latina, and a Latina she is, with her bronzed skin and dark 
thick hair. It’s label I never use to describe myself. It just never quite 
feels right, with my pale complexion that only tans after hours and 
hours in the sun. Not only can I not speak fluent Spanish, I don’t even 
look the part.

“I understand it more than I speak it,” I tell her, which is true.

I began learning Spanish as a toddler, when my grandmother watched 
me while my parents were at work. She would teach me words and 
phrases in between watching her judge shows. We’d sit at her dining 
table while she sipped on a Coors, teaching me words like por favor 
and mesa—nothing too complicated. We never really got to sentences, 
or even verbs and their conjugations.

Maybe she didn’t want to teach me, not wanting to overstep her 
bounds. Or maybe she just didn’t know how. Both of her parents died 
when she was just eight years old, before her father could ever teach 
her to ride a bike or her mother could teach her how to put on make-
up. By the time she was sixteen, she had dropped out of high school 
and gotten married to the man who was supposed to take care of 
her forever. Either way, whatever I learned faded away by the time I 
started taking Spanish in school.

In class, I was faced with one incompetent teacher after another. Most 
of my teachers in my five years of classes were long-term substi-
tutes; more than once my school did not have a permanent teacher 
at the beginning of the school year. One of the subs claimed to have 
worked for the CIA in the past and could not be exposed to any per-
fume because he was highly allergic. Another sat at her desk reading 
from a magazine while we did writing exercises in the textbook.

The last year I took Spanish, as a junior in high school, I was teach-
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ing myself out of a classroom closet for independent study credit. I 
managed to get by from year to year, not because I was becoming 
more fluent, but because I had a knack for memorizing vocabulary 
and finding patterns, skills essential in verb conjugations. I could read 
Spanish fairly well since that was what I had practiced most, and I 
could understand when I was spoken to. But anytime I had to speak, I 
would freeze up, as if there were a disconnect between my brain and 
my mouth, millions of microscopic resistors along my neurons slowing 
down the current that would allow me to carry on a conversation.

Not only did I lack the opportunities to practice my speaking skills, 
I avoided the few that were available to me. Whenever my mother 
would ask me, “Como estas, mija?” I’d say, fine, in English, and she 
would make the transition with me. With a tongue that betrayed me 
every time I opened my mouth, I was embarrassed, too self-conscious 
of the way I sounded to want to try.

I had a job as a hostess in an Italian restaurant during my senior year of 
high school. Most of the dishwashers spoke only Spanish. One of the 
older ones took a liking to me, and we wound up working many shifts 
together. “Que bonita,” he’d say when he saw me, in the same way a 
loving uncle or grandfather might. He would ask me questions some-
times, and I would try to answer, embarrassed at how long it took 
me to formulate a single sentence, but finally I told him, “Lo siento, le 
puedo entender, pero no puedo hablar bien.” I’m sorry, I can understand 
you, but I cannot speak well. This became my mantra for anyone who 
tried to converse with me in Spanish, an excuse, a crutch I hid behind. 
And it worked.

Maybe I should take it off my resume after all.

*

My father does not speak Spanish. At least not fluently. I don’t know if 
it is because he refuses to or if he doesn’t know how. He is the baby 
of the family. Perhaps my grandmother gave up trying to raise kids 
that could speak her native tongue. She never married again, never 
really even dated for all I know. Instead, she watched men from afar, 
from the comfort of her living room recliner, on shows like Maury, 
calling them out for the cheating Mexicans she knew they were.
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In this way, I think of my father, subliminally encouraged to forget 
most of where he came from. I’ve really only heard him speak Spanish 
a handful of times, and when he does, it’s clunky, like me. He does 
know all of the swear words. But even then, he uses incorrect conju-
gations and slang that I’ve never heard from anyone else.

My mother speaks better Spanish and she is Caucasian, forced to learn 
it for her job as a school nurse in a school district with an almost nine-
ty percent Hispanic student population. She was the one who would 
try to get me to speak at home, try to help me practice. She never 
spoke Spanish to my father, though. She didn’t speak much English to 
him either though, especially not after the divorce.

My father, on the other hand, could learn it for his job but doesn’t. 
He could sit down with the customers, who are really not customers 
at all and more like extended family. He could talk with them in their 
own language, ask them about their kids, about their jobs, about their 
dreams. But instead, he speaks to them in English. Most nights, he 
hides away in the kitchen sneaking sips of tequila while he fries chick-
en wings and flips hamburgers. He waits until closing to come out, 
when the seats are empty, to mop the floors and restock the liquor.

As I got older, the Wooden Nickel became another one of my 
babysitters as I spent less time with my grandmother. I was allowed 
to come out of the back kitchen more and more while my father 
checked on things throughout the day, restocking and reordering. My 
father would give me a stack of quarters to play pinball in the back 
corner or solitaire on the touch-screen game console at the end of the 
bar. The regulars would still stop me, giving me hugs that smelled like 
Marlboro Lights and Jack Daniels. They would ask about school, and 
when I’d tell them about making the honor roll, they’d say, “Muy bien, 
mija.”

“Thank you,” I’d say.

*

After a bit of Internet research, I’ve found that the surname Varela 
appears to come from Galicia, a nationality on the northwestern most 
tip of Spain. There is a very good possibility that the name will die out 
in my family in my generation: my brother and I are the only ones left 
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in the family who carry it.

I have no idea how or when my ancestors migrated from Europe, what 
their reasons were for making their way west, or if they even ended 
up in the United States legally. And no way to find out. No one to ask.

In 2010, my grandmother forgot to fill out her census. Or perhaps she 
purposely didn’t send the survey back, her way of telling the govern-
ment to mind their own damn business.

There was a knock at her door one day. My brother went to open it, 
innocently thinking it may have been the mailman, but standing there 
was a Census Bureau employee, asking for the head of the household. 
My brother went to get her and my grandmother cursed, upset at 
this intrusion on her privacy. She came to the door in her housecoat, 
leaning against the doorframe to take the pressure off of her arthritic 
knees.

The man was perfectly polite, a little too enthusiastic even. He asked 
for her information, and my grandmother answered, reluctantly. She 
did not attempt to hide her annoyance, sighing loudly and giving him 
short answers.

He then asked, “Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin?”

“I am an American,” she said and slammed the door in his face. She 
went back to the kitchen and opened a bottle of Coors.

My brother and I sat on the couch staring at one another. It probably 
occurred to one of us to go after the man, to apologize and explain. 
But instead we were silent. My grandmother turned up the volume on 
the television, the shouts of Judge Judy echoing down the hall.

*

Most of the foods I grew up with weren’t even really Mexican. They 
were really only particular to my family.

Which is just as well, because I don’t have a particularly spicy palate; 
my sensitive stomach makes it difficult to enjoy many of the foods 
that are associated with Mexican cuisine—hot sauce isn’t a staple I keep 
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in my kitchen pantry. I’m allergic to avocados, so I can’t even eat gua-
camole, one of the most mainstream Mexican foods available.

But as a child, there were a handful of meals I grew up thinking were 
Mexican. For breakfast, my grandmother made fried corn tortillas and 
eggs. She’d slice the tortillas into small, bite-sized pieces with her 
crooked fingers, taking care not to burn herself in the hot oil. Sitting 
with me at the table while I ate, she’d hold her two pointer fingers up, 
side by side, showing me how they’d bow out away from each other. 
“I’m getting so old,” she’d say.

On days that I stayed with her home sick from school, she made pap-
itas and hamburger, which was more or less our version of hamburger 
helper, but simpler. While she cooked, I lied on the couch sneaking 
in segments of The Price is Right when her judge shows were on 
commercials. The ground beef and potatoes, served with a little bit of 
ketchup on the side, were a comfort food that made me feel better 
than any cough syrup or cold medicine.

On Friday nights, she made tacos, deep-fried in canola oil, or tostadas 
with Spanish rice (one of the few meals that was recognizably Mexican 
out of all the things she made). Her Spanish rice spoiled me, so much 
so that I would turn it down whenever I went out to eat. It was just so 
hearty, so flavorful; I could never find anything like it anywhere else.

But all these things were foods I could only eat with my grand-
mother—my father never made them for me at home.

Even when he went back to school for a degree in culinary manage-
ment, my father didn’t make the things that were so familiar to me 
as a child. Instead, for breakfast, he would make pancakes, or fried 
eggs with golden hash browns, spending so much time grating the 
potatoes by hand. He insisted on perfecting his homemade spaghetti 
sauce, simmering fresh tomatoes on the stovetop for hours. He’d grill 
steaks and roast chicken, but never did he cook the same meals that 
he grew up with, the ones that barely tied us to anything resembling a 
Mexican culture.

When I moved to California, 800 miles from home, I had to call my 
grandmother to ask her how to make her Spanish rice. She walked me 
through it on the phone, told me all of the spices to add, the oregano, 
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the basil, the garlic powder. I waited anxiously while it simmered in the 
pot, worried it wouldn’t be the same. But when I lifted the lid and the 
steam billowed into the air, it was just like sitting back at her kitchen 
table in the days she still used to teach me my tiny Spanish words, 
and I savored it.

*

More than a decade since that fateful dentist visit, and my tongue 
is still attached. I have seen other dentists since then, and they have 
commented on a number of other oral problems: my overbite, the flu-
oride stains on my teeth, my wisdom teeth that they encourage me 
to get removed. But none of them have ever mentioned my tongue. 
I haven’t brought it up either, mostly out of fear, but also because I 
realize it’s a superficial fix for something that stems deeper than my 
inability to speak Spanish perfectly.

As I wrote about these experiences, I tried to pin down what this 
essay was about, tried to sum it up in one word. I looked up words 
and their definitions—heritage, culture, identity, race, lineage—to search 
for structure, to give shape to this amorphous entity I can’t even 
name, to give weight to these feelings that are so engrained. Because 
perhaps by assigning more language to this thing that I’m attempting 
to explain, I can understand it or access it better. But I couldn’t even 
do that. It is not my Spanish that fails me, but language as a whole, my 
fingers another inadequate part of my body that neglect to express 
what I long to say.

This is an essay about heritage; this is an essay about culture; this is 
an essay about identity; and all of the intersections of the three. It 
is an essay about knowing and not knowing, the secrets and family 
legends that shape my history. It is about being and refusing to be. 
It is about offering and withholding, the things that are chosen to be 
told and the things that go unsaid. It is about the pieces of the puzzle 
and the gestalt, the way that one detail is inseparable from the entire 
mythology.

The connection to my Spanish heritage is complicated; most of 
the time it feels like hardly a connection at all, like roots that were 
too shallow and failed to take hold. I have wished I could look more 
Mexican, sound more Mexican, live and breathe more Mexican. If only it 
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were as simple as going to the dentist and having minor oral surgery. 
Other times, I feel a strong sense of pride to the place, to the family 
I came from. I realize I am not alone, that my history is the history of 
so many others who have struggled to find where they belong. We 
stand here, alone together, waiting for the right words to say, with our 
pale skin and misshapen tongues.

Krista Varela received her MFA from Saint Mary’s College of 
California, where she is now a lecturer. She is a 24 year old woman of 
color and is an assistant editor for The East Bay Review and occa-
sionally writes for Booma: The Bookmapping Project. Her work has 
appeared or is forthcoming in Toasted Cheese Literary Journal, Red 
Savina Review, and Sugared Water. She’s on Twitter @kdvarela84.
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The first man to name me “goddess” was twenty-one and drunk 
on gin. Breath heavy with lust and booze, he told me that most 
nights he carved poems into the walls trying to write me alive in 
the room with him, so when the light hit the scrapes just right,  
he could catch his breath for a minute. I was just fifteen, all ivory 
thighs and wild eyes, but still he held my spine between his teeth 
and spun words off his tongue like thread— they wrapped around 
me in a throat-crushing tangle, but when my limbs began to 
struggle, I convinced myself it was some sort of embrace.

One night he called me saying, “Babygirl, you gotta open your 
window and stare out at that moon. Isn’t it beautiful, baby? Look 
at the sky holding up that massive thing all on its own. Damn, 
you’re just like that, you know? You’re my sky.”

My frail bones were cracking under the weight of the rock he 
sickly called devotion—instead of shattering, I let him become a 
solar eclipse and never looked back at him again.

*

The second boy came to me on his knees at seventeen: a past 
lover replaced with steel skin and iron irises. I’ve never heard a 
voice as cold as his was, begging for my touch and dripping 
false sincerity off the edges of his lips.  He cried, “I didn’t know 
I needed you until you were gone. I didn’t want to hurt you. I’m 
just fucked up in the head. Maybe you can soothe the ache in my 
soul if you kiss it just right with those words of yours. You’ve 
always known just what to say.”

Each whisper echoed with a heavy blow that rang in my ears and 
bruised my bones so deeply that I still feel it in the marrow. As 
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he spoke, I could sense those phantom-fingers that once fit so well 
between my thighs beginning to curl around my ankles, so I stepped 
on them.

*

The third man held nineteen years in his fists and told me I wrote 
like words were poison, as if I needed to pull them out of my gut as 
quickly as I could scratch them down, just so I wouldn’t choke. Now 
I was sixteen and slinking around in ink-black stockings, lips red and 
bloody from tearing the hearts of men out of their sleeves with my 
teeth. He claimed I was wild like nothing he’d seen before. “You’re 
wise for your age,” he declared. “You remind me of a Burroughs novel; 
I just can’t seem to understand you.”

I tried to unwrap my heart and serve it to him,  all raw and brutal, 
but he returned it untouched, replying, “Stay quiet, now, darling, I 
don’t want to hear it just now. It’ll spoil it all, you see.” To him I was a 
character, a fetishized fantasy, and he’d cover his ears if I ever tried 
to speak
outside of a poem.

*

See, men only seem to stumble upon me in the dark, as they grasp 
and fumble for something to swallow to convince their starving 
hearts that they’re worth beating. They hear my words as a siren call 
and drink me down in heavy doses. Then, they crush me between 
their fingers and grind the dust into the ground with their heels so 
they can keep trudging along, toting their tragedy behind them.

In their swollen eyes, I am only a poetic panacea. But god, in the time 
that it’s taken for my rubble to reform into this shape they call a 
body, I have grown thunderstorms in my skin and collected torna-
does under my tongue. Yes, I’ve been told many times by those who 
try to solve me that I exist only so that I may be destroyed for the 
sake of others, but instead, I have become a forest fire, and I will burn 
myself alive to tear down the thicket in my path until I’m standing in 
the wake of my destruction as merely human.
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Abigail Staub lives outside of Richmond, Virginia and enjoys 
writing angst-ridden free verse, reading excessive numbers of classic 
literature novels, and listening to strange, folk-punk music. She iden-
tifies as a bisexual female and has spent her 17 years trying to learn 
how to be a decent human being. She blogs on Tumblr at guiseof-
gentlewords.tumblr.com.
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Editor’s note - trigger warning for discussion of sexual violence

I.
buckle-punctuated tenderness, steaming vodka lips press to my 
neck / the church spire spears swollen dawn, i cry / make you 
drive me home, sneak inside before my mother stirs / thank you 
for not making me ask twice.

II.
your mouth melts gold and kisses me molten one night / i do my 
best to bind the crumbling in my core but you are the first to see 
light in my veins / the last treasure i want to leave

III.
called by heartbreak nestled beneath my tongue, purring liquor 
lullabies from between your teeth / you pass out on the couch 
and i fuck your friend instead

IV.
blurry morning hands crooning over my body, some dormant 
presence only breaths away. “DON’T WORRY” / ... / “IT’S FINE, 
YOU WANT IT DON’T YOU? HOLD STILL.” silence-strangled bile 
clogging my throat / maybe it’s not rape if you kiss him back.

V.
conquest in a new language / stone walls, hazy stalls, your 
apartment in the dead of night / newborn-woman tongue doesn’t 
know how to beg: gently, please gently / hands rub raw and 
never touch her again / can you even remember my name?

VI.
did you know you were the first to taste me? the 3 weeks it 
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took for me to let you in lost in 5 minutes, you sheepishly light a 
cigarette / “IT’LL BE BETTER NEXT TIME”

VII.
lust in lightning eyes, forbidden flesh of woman between my lips / “he 
wouldn’t mind,” you insist, just a tongue floating on my thighs / the 
ring on your nightstand screams, MARRIED, MARRIED, MARRIED / we 
drown the warning

VIII.
you offer me a salad and shelter from the rain, i say yes to the salad 
but no to your hands / somehow i end up tangled between your 
teeth anyway / only the moon hears my walls give way

IX.
you say my accent is cute and don’t meet my eyes / my underwear 
has rainbow polka dots, and i make sure you don’t see the little girl 
you’re about to fuck / shame slips them off with my pants / “TU 
PRÉFÈRES %TRE NUE TOUTE DE SUITE ? VIENS, J’ADORE LES FILLES 
COMME ÇA”

X.
you tell me all you miss is embrace, intimacy, two bodies lost and 
empty / together / i awake besides a hunter, weaponry already dig-
ging into my defenses / “ÇA TE FAIT MAL ?” / oui oui oui / ARR%TE / 
s’il te plaît arrête, please let this be a dream

XI.
lost in our darkened city, wine bottles overlooking riverbanks and 
streetlights that are stars to me / i show you how to whisper secrets 
to the trees, and you see my body as earth to conquer

XII.
you are promise greater than all possibility / the dawn becomes your 
smile, every night is your chest / our breath / someday, your depar-
ture will not suffocate this body

XIII.
famished love tells me i am made from good, made of God / arsonist 
prowling for skeletons to burn, flee from his blackened fingers and 
leave him choking in ash
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Chantal Paloma is a 19-year-old plant enthusiast and Native 
American WoC currently living in the north of France. Her skills include 
pasta sauce improvisation and wearing silly hats. There is nothing 
more beautiful than the painful humanity of Being, intertwined. Chantal 
is on Tumblr: http://deschoux.tumblr.com/.
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I used to pray to trees
Because I thought god didn’t like me
When we were driving in my mom’s mini van and I was thinking of every 
way we could crash,
I would ask the dogwood on the side of the road to protect me
When my parents were fighting
I would ask the pine in my backyard to make them stop
When my dad did scary things that I didn’t understand
I would make bargains with oak trees

When you slice into a tree
You can see its whole life written in its body
There are thick white bands for every summer
And skinny dark stripes for every winter
Like the lines your mother drew on the frame of the kitchen door to prove 
that you were alive
and you were growing
I used to slice into my wrists
Because I wanted to see my whole life written in my body
I saw thick white bands in me from when I was young and love came in and 
out as if I had left a window open
I saw angry dark lines
From when I grew backwards because that hurt less than letting yourself 
remember everything that happened to you
I looked at these lines
And I knew that I was alive
and I was growing
And as much as my broken brain told me that I did not belong on this earth
These lines told me not to listen

I want to be a birch tree
I want my thick bark to peel back once a year
And maybe before I grow it thicker
You can see what I really look like
I would peel the skin off of the birch tree that grew in my neighbor’s yard
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And the creamy white skeleton of the tree would look out at me
And I thought it was so beautiful and so smooth
And I would pet it as if it were a friendly animal

But something tells me you wouldn’t react that way if you peeled back my 
skin
And my skeleton looked out at you
I showed it to someone once and he acted like I had shot a gun

I’ve been eating a lot of sunflower seeds lately
Because I’m hoping one of them will take root in my belly and sunflowers
Will grow out of my mouth
That way
It will all have been worth it

All the stunted roots
And growing backwards
And licking bloody wounds
And praying to trees

Maggie Hubacher lives in North Carolina. She enjoys mountain adven-
turing, goddess mythology, and looking at cats. She is a twenty year old 
queer artist and writer.
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Editor’s note: trigger warnings for sexual assault, suicide

a college student asked me if it was true that i’d fuck him for 
booze;
he said he knew how i liked it,
scratched like a broken record and beaded with sweat as he tore 
me open with his teeth.
he said he was told that i’d let him take me however he wanted 
for a bottle of Jack Daniels—
he swore he could get a handle by the end of the week
before i even answered.
i shook my head, no no no,
but he just kept repeating, “i shouldn’t be asking, but i couldn’t 
resist.
it’s our little secret.”

*

a man twice my age named me kitten and sneered in a dark whis-
per that my skin was the closest thing he had to religion.
he’d love to lock me away where light couldn’t touch me—
only him. only him.
he said he ached to have me chained on a bed for him,
sprawled out like some lifeless cadaver.
“i want to make you my ragdoll,” he said. “that’s how girls like you 
always want it.”
i told him he’d never even brush my hand and he sighed,
“oh c’mon, little lolita. you can’t tease me like that.
you can’t wear those little stockings
and expect me to bite my tongue.
it’s our little secret.”

Abigail Staub
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*

even the boys were wolves,
sinking hungry fangs in my flesh and holding me frozen in their jaws 
like some cowering prey.
one of them was someone i once dared to call friend—
he cornered me in a crowded hallway just to ask,
“did you really talk dirty to a man with greying hair?
tell me one phrase; the filthiest one on your tongue.
i didn’t know you had it in you.
just spit it out— it’s our little secret.”

*

i’d go home and carve “i’m not what i seem” one hundred times into 
the back of my bookshelf like some morbid mantra,
but the girls’ whispers in the sweaty, graffiti-covered school bath-
rooms
still combined to form a gentle hum of whore,
although not one of them
truly knew why.

*

one day I wrote to the world,
“most nights I wish my lungs would give up on me
like everybody else has.”
the world simply yelled back, “maybe you wouldn’t feel so shitty if 
you didn’t let your legs slip open so easily in the first place….
slut.”
i started to spend my nights sitting on the edges of roofs, wonder-
ing wondering wondering if I’d ever be brave enough to let go of the 
shingles
and sometimes i drank so much the world blurred like a giant teardrop
and i smiled to myself as darkness swallowed me, thinking, i’d be 
okay if this was the last fucking breath.

*

i began to picture how i’d come to my last crescendo,
feasting on the fantasies
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under my breath, between textbook pages,
in the cracked leather of public transit seats.
perhaps i’d walk slowly towards the sound of the train at the pace of 
a waltz,
and meet death with a dance.
i’d step out onto the tracks and let the cars
break my bones to match the shambles in my rib cage.

*

maybe i’d fill the bathtub to a boiling brim,
and try to get a taste of the flames licking my skin.
i’d pull the old razor blades from the wilted cardboard box under my 
mattress
and cut so deep the crimson rolled out in poetic swells,
like some cloudy ocean reflecting the sky
before a storm.

*

or perhaps i’d walk to the edge of the lake in a drunken stupor,
and swallow a whole bottle of cheap liquor
like the heart of the first boy i never loved.
i’d neatly slip off my shoes and let my body dissolve into the green 
in a Virginia Wolfe sort of way,
as the words rang in my ears,
i’m sorry i’m sorry i’m sorry.
yet it never happened like I thought.
it wasn’t fucking poetic—
i was alone on my bedroom floor with my head between my knees
sitting beside a nearly empty bottle of vodka and clutching at a 
trashcan of my own bile
like some sick lifeline.
i drowned my heart with eighteen shots
and threw back a few pills for nerves so i wouldn’t
shake when i greeted the devil.
when finally i could no longer connect letters into words,
darkness’ cold fist wrapped around my ribs and squeezed.
yet somehow, when he unfurled the palm,
i still had a pulse.
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*

in the morning i awoke and
scrubbed death’s perfume from my skin.
i swallowed life back in my lungs and pushed him to the back of my 
skull with the others.
but sometimes he still crawls into my bed
and curls around my torso,
wetting his lips and whispering,
“remember the last time i almost had you?
don’t forget.
it’s our little secret.”

Abigail Staub lives outside of Richmond, Virginia and enjoys 
writing angst-ridden free verse, reading excessive numbers of classic 
literature novels, and listening to strange, folk-punk music. She iden-
tifies as a bisexual female and has spent her 17 years trying to learn 
how to be a decent human being. She blogs on Tumblr at guiseof-
gentlewords.tumblr.com.
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Drifting Away
Numb, and I cannot use this hidden shade of blue,
Evening and the noise is everything but music,

Mother is screaming, and I do not live for the bible,
Mother is screaming, because I do not live for the bible,

She says that love wants to kill me, and slaughter me,
She says that it wants to stain its palms with my misery,
She says that it wants to mark and stain its sin all over me,

I am not hiding, this mask is drifting away.

Sister is screaming, You’ll never marry,
Sister is wrapping a chain around my throat,

She says that I must remain in a box, a trap,
She says to die inside her, and call her Mommy,
She says everything else wants to stain its sin all over me,

I am not hiding, this mask is drifting away.

They say one day I can sit on the golden throne,
Right next to God and be His, and His only,
Because no one down here ever gets lonely,

Forget all the faded pages and booming voices,
No one needs free-will or equal rights or choices,

I hear those words and I whither, I become a sun-dried prune,
Folding into myself, I eat freedom by the pound like a glutton.

They say that I am too young to love,
I am too young to know, I am too young to breathe, to walk,

They speak to me like a child, they tell me to spit it out,

J.L. Harlow
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This freedom I have stuffed into my salivating mouth,
They force feed me bible pages upon bible pages,

Now I am sick, I want to purge it, I purge it out in the form of ink,
Confess how they make me retch such words from my body.

And now I crave distance,
And now I must stretch the strings of my heart
Until they pull apart like frayed ends of a life,

This is my life, does it look like a ribbon torn to shreds?
Are my hands, my insides, looping around one another?

Are the colors I wear the shade of the blood love stained me in?
Do I wear a poisoned grin on my face?

Is it showing? Is it all polished and perfected,
Is it all put out on display?

Because I am not hiding, I am drifting away.

I Am Not Sorry
My skin is brown, it is unordinary,
and with all of these conservatives around I’m
sure each and every one of them can sniff out
the libertarian in me, but I’m not sorry.

My hips are round and uneven, they are
wide and they curve like a hilltop, my
thighs wiggle, they have a personality, they
are not still or stiff,

they like to move and dance, they like to speak for themselves,
they smile, and when they smile they have dimples,

they say dimples are some kind of deformity,
but my thighs do not care,
and they are not sorry.

My skin is not just one, even tone,
it is a little darker here, a little lighter there,
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it is a landscape with both day and night at the same time,
it is a painting and the artist used two paintbrushes.

Half my body is the night sky,
the other half is sometimes the evening sunset,
my skin is a palette of uniqueness,
but I’m not sorry.

The whole bible-belt screamed at me when they
saw all of me, all of my voices,
now their scriptures and sermons cannot be heard,
they say it’s my fault, my fault that I made them scream,

their muffled screeches are shot at me, they pry my body for
apologies, but I look them square in the eye, and I say:
but I’m not sorry, why should I be anyway

J.L. Harlow is a 20 y/o who resides in the Midwest. She has had 
other poems published both in print and through online literary maga-
zines such as White Ash, Fat City Review.
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I.
I used to deny it
Pretend I didn’t see it
And now I devour every bit of blackness
I lick my fingers clean

I had to flip a switch
To notice something wasn’t working
Everything labeled “black”
Was made to be stored in the back
And something was keeping us in darkness

Darkness we would learn to navigate
With the soles of our feet
Beating here and there
Learning a rhythm to the size of the rooms

Training our thighs
To go deep
Our hips to roll
Our hands cupped
Creating thunderous applause

Making music
We had hums fill our bellies
Even agony
Sounded like hymns

And together
We were raising choirs
To shake foundations
We would bypass their bridges
And bathe as we swam

Elizabeth Mudenyo
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II.
My instincts
Would like my attention

My instincts
Would like me to listen
And hear that grumbling
Coming
From the pit of myself

I would gain an appetite for my blackness
I had been fed on crumbs
I had began to thirst but cleared my throat
To end the stifling of my voice

You are not being well fed.
TV never knew how to raise growing girls
And if you look around there are others
Sitting on their hands
Waiting for one like you
To come along
To ask for a hand
Like, “Welcome back my friend.
I thought I saw you once,
Out there in the darkness.”

III.
But you’ll find there are tears to attend to

Some are spilled
By accident

Some are welled up
And too tough to come down

Some are only found
By hands running over cheeks
Feeling etches of dried tears

Reproaches gone stale
Sigh after sigh
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Inhaled

Until they become screams

IV.
We are canvas
With layered surface
Coming off the page

Even though brought
We are here to stay

V.
My blackness
I can’t describe the taste
There are no measured ingredients
Just estimates
Hidden inside these bones

We cannot let the others close:
I should only wear them like clothes
For coverage and comfort
And at the end of the day
Return them to my closet

I should revel with pride
At the skin
How the blood stays in

We should act as though it is armour

After all
It has something to do with survival

Recovering identity from the masses
Recovering masterpieces from rubble

Retrieve what of the story lives
Make them rise to see it
Make their eyes
Line up
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And wonder the secret

VI.
They will fear your men
Black men
They will surround him
For facing the wrong direction
They’d rather he fall into dizziness
Then move towards progression

They will push against him
And when their arms tire
They will set up metal bars
To keep pushing
To keep him in holding
Why is he still resisting?

They will doubt your men
And accuse them
Of drooling from the mouth
Convinced
That he is foul

They will let him in the ring
Or on the track
They will throw cash
Entertained

Made famous
They will write up his name
He will be exempted from the blacklist

While others
Shield themselves

Caught in cycles of madness

There will be decades of violence
And some will grow
To despise their own flesh
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VII.
My mother mended it
Then lent it down to me

It fit

With a few stitches
Reinforced

I hung it proudly in my closet
I would wear it everyday
If I weren’t afraid
To stretch it too far

That the light
Would fade the colour

That my threads
Would be too weak
And come out in the wash

It has hung on many lines
I hope to one day
Hand it off

But still ours
Belonging to our daughters

I want it to stay preserved
Suited for museums
Handled with a care
Far better than our beings

VIII.
I can imagine
All the ancestors
Walking
From dusk until dawn
Marching on

But what of the loneliness
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Of this skin
In the present?

What of identities shifting?
Of oppressions intersecting?
Of lines that leave us
Boxed in?

What of the future generation?
They are so tied up
They are barely breathing

They will have
The Greats
Standing in their shadows

Old quotes
Reframed
Speeches
Rung
Poems
Risen
All written
But not to become

Though the movements fought
Will not be lost
The trail of words
That have left them
With a name
“African American”

The government that tells them
They stand politically corrected

But what of the them?

Their tongues are numb
With the word “race”
What else can we say?
What more can be saved?
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With too much haste
Just to leave it on the page
They will beat on eardrums
Reverberate out of the eyes
Make chest palpitations
Out of their frustration
And sweat

They will not be quiet

Some will try
And speak for all of them

Some will hurl their bodies at front lines
As sacrifice

Some will hide from the sun
And shut the lights
Pretending there’s no one home

Some will live
Despite their skin
Without question

And I wonder
The way change will bend

And what blackness
Will come up against

Elizabeth Mudenyo is a 23 year old Black Woman. She wants to 
be a writer/storyteller/activist/festival coordinator. She is still col-
lecting her tools. She’ll get moving and shaking soon. She tweets @
LizMudenyo and is on Tumblr as bewriting.tumblr.com.
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